Machining Plastics

the best of our materials…

Our materials operate in many varied and
often challenging applications. An
unwavering commitment has always been
maintained to the highest standards of
the quality, as well as for the protection of
the environment in the communities in
which we live and work. The long-term
business success of our products depends
on our ability to ensure that our quality
remains a top priority for the
management and each employee. This
idea is our commitment to making
sustainable health a reality through
innovative technology and services
focused on addressing three critical
needs: lowering costs, helping our
customers and improving quality.
Production of special parts in Advance TKG® materials.

Our company is built around two core assets, its brands and its people. That's what makes working here so special. We
believe that work is more than a place you go every day. It should be a place of exploration, creativity, professional
growth and interpersonal relationships. It's about being inspired and motivated to achieve extraordinary things. We
want our people to take pride in their work and in building brands others love. After all, it's the combined talents,
skills, knowledge, experience and passion of our people that make us who we are.
From our humble beginnings in 1964, the Company has grown to become one of the largest professional engineering
plastic products company in the world. With operations in 40 countries, the Company distributes its plastic products in
over 70 countries under some of the most well established companies in the industry. Worldwide, plastic professionals
now depend upon Traid VIllarroya for innovative, new solutions that advance the use of plastics and improve business
for customers throughout the world.
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Since 1968, we have been working for giving top quality machined parts and service to our customers worldwide.
When decisions are critical, when
uncertainty adds risk, we help you
form a better basis for your
decisions. Our products offers the
broadest range of materials, sizes,
formats and services available,
from exploration and appraisal of
new
applications
through
development and production.
Combining field-proven testing
experience with reservoir-domain
expertise, our team works with
you to prove reservoir potential,
confirm
performance,
and
improve
field
productivity.
Knowledge, technical innovation
and teamwork are at the center of
who we are. For more than 40
years, we have focused on
leveraging these assets to deliver
solutions that improve our
customers´ performance.

We place strong emphasis on
developing innovative technology
that adds value for our customers.
Reflecting our belief that diversity
spurs creativity, collaboration,and
understanding of customers' needs,
our group employ people of more
than 20 nationalities working in
approximately 72 countries. Our
employees are committed to
working with our customers to
create the highest level of added
value. Knowledge communities and
special interest groups with our
organization enable teamwork and
knowledge sharing unencumbered
by geographic boundaries.
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From designer to production line, TRAID´s sophisticated way of working provides direct control to the fully automatic
CNC milling and turning machines. Around the clock, our machines produce exactly as specified and in exact quantities
according to design and orders. Our production facilities are versatile and flexible. Within hours, completely different
parts can be put into production. During customer seminars TRAID has demonstrated production skill and flexibility by
challenging participants to request a completely new machined part. Later that same day, the new product is in the
customer´shand.
Precision and effort are as much a part of TRAID´s operational policy as they are an integral part of each worker. The
manufacturing system is also designed to promptly handle special orders and quick turn-around, providing customers
with an endless supply of first-class products.
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Relentless pressure to increase profitability; continuous
cost reduction measures; migration to advanced
materials; or shortages of plasticworking expertise and
manpower?.The solutions that follow are incorporated
into nearly every aspect of daily life, from aerospace to
food processing, medical to mining, transportation to
energy, and more. After more than 50 years, we have
had more than our share of breakthroughs. While we are
comfortable in the role of setting industry standards, we
are most proud of the innovative approach we take to
continuously remain the force behind your greater
productivity.

Plastics increase the efficiency and hygiene of medicine
from the surgery suite to the physician’s office. Plastic
syringes and tubing are disposable to reduce disease
transmission. Plastic intravenous blood, fluid, and
medicine bags let health care workers more easily view
dosages and replacement needs. Plastic heart valves and
knee and hip joints save lives and make patients’ lives
more comfortable. Plastic prosthesis help amputees
regain function and improve their quality of life. Plastic
catheters and balloons allow doctors to open blocked
blood vessels and insert plastic vessel supports to keep
them open and dissolve harmful deposits. In addition to
plastic eyeglass lenses, contact lenses, and eyeglass
frames, plastics help victims of eye injuries or disease
see again: silicone artificial corneas can restore patients’
vision. Molded plastic hearing aids assist people with
hearing loss to fully participate in conversations again.
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In today’s dynamic global
economy,
there’s
no
standing still. Continuous
innovation and decisive
action are critical to stay
ahead of the intensifying
competition. This is the
reality for every company,
designer and person. And
it’s the driving force
behind today’s TRAID
worldwide. For more than
five
decades,
TRAID
VILLARROYA has been a
plastic
technologies
leader.
Our
catalog
remains the industry’s
broadest, our products the
benchmark of high quality.
And we continue to
provide customers with
knowledge, expertise and service that can’t be matched. But we aren’t satisfied—because our customers’
needs keep evolving, and we’re determined to help them succeed.

Today’s TRAID also is aggressively developing new products that help our customers capture emerging markets,
advance environmental initiatives and more. We’re even working with outside inventors to bring their ideas to
market. It makes no difference where a new idea comes from, as long as it solves customers’ problems.
Meanwhile, as the entire industry faces a pressing skilled-worker shortage, we’re taking action through our
comprehensive training program that’s cultivating the next generation of machining plastic experts.
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At TRAID, we’re confronting the ever-changing
marketplace by reinventing the way we do business. For
products we can make better and faster, we’re focusing
our manufacturing operations on specialized centers of
excellence around the world. For other offerings, we’re
building strategic global partnerships to bring customers
the highest-quality products at the lowest cost.
Meanwhile, we’re standardizing global product
platforms to provide consistency to our customers,
wherever they’re located. And no matter the product,
no matter the supplier, we’re working harder than ever
to ensure the superior design and quality our customers
count on.

And the evolution of TRAID continues ... After all, we’re more than a manufacturer. More
than a distributor. We’re an essential resource. Our customers’ challenges keep changing,
and we’re helping them adapt every step of the way.
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TRAIDAMID- TRAID VILLARROYA Europe
C/Isabel de Sto. Domingo 35
50014 Zaragoza
SPAIN
Tel: +34 976 47 12 11
e-mail: info@traidvillarroya.com

TRAIDAMID-TRAID VILLARROYA America
Prv Santa Ines 464 Casa 8
Las Misiones, Irapuato Guanajuato, Mexico 36567
MEXICO
Tel: +52 462 693 8083
e-mail: masey@traidvillarroya.com

TRAIDAMID-TRAID VILLARROYA Asia sales office
Room 3206, Building nº 3 of Admiral City
Nº 131 Minzu Avenue Nanning
Guangxi, 530028
P.R.CHINA
Tel: +86 (0) 771 559 2620 / 5597901
e-mail: silva@traidvillarroya.com
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